Your ECG (heart tracing), has been transmitted to a Senior Heart Specialist who has identified that you are suffering from a heart attack. Your treatment options include a clot busting drug TÉNÉCETEPLASE and drugs that reduce new clot formation called ENOXAPARIN and CLOPIDOGREL.

The sooner you receive these drugs, the lower your risk of dying from this heart attack – which is why doctors recommend that the treatment is started as soon as possible.

The likely benefits of using these drugs are much greater than the risks.

Treatment at this stage improves the chances of surviving by approximately 25% but it can sometimes cause serious side effects. The biggest risk is potentially life-threatening stroke which affects up to 2 patients in every 100 patients. Significant bleeding which is not normally life threatening can occur in about 4 in 100 patients. Some patients also have allergic reactions and other side effects that do not usually cause any major problem.
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